
30-DAY TRADE PROPOSAL 5 M 
 

par trader B…. 
 

 

A) GENERAL PARAMETERS 

 

1. This Program starts with MINIMUM 5M USD/EURO 
2. Turnaround time is about 10-15 banking days from introduction to trading placement 
platform to start. 
3. The client's bank needs to be accepted first before Compliance-/DD process to 
start. 
4. The 3 bullets are based on effort and not guaranteed and are subject to change or 
close without notice. 
 
5. Mathematics. 
_ 

Start with 5M 
_ 

After ca 10 banking days increased by 200% in the FIRST Bullet = 10M 
_ 

Added for a total of 15M 
5.1 SECOND bullet - 15M x 200% = trade amount now 45M 
5.2 THIRD bullet – 45M x 200% + 45M = Client Gross Profit approx.135M 
In approximately 30 business days after DD & bullets are completed client proceeds 
amount to approx. 135M. Fees will be deducted from gross proceeds. 
 

Important Notes: 

a) MT 799 will be requested every Friday. The MT799 will go to directly to Platform 
bank. There is no MT799 template from the platform bank. It is a free format 
SWIFT, just confirming by client bank that funds are still in the account. 
b) Funds remain in the client's account for the duration of the 3 bullets, NOT TO BE 
withdrawn by the Client. 
c) After the 3 bullets, platform will offer parameters for the 40 - week PPP. 
d) The client is free to withdraw profits while the bullet is processed but this would 
affect the end goal of reaching the approx.135 M USD/EURO mark. 
_ 

 
Mathematics. 
_ 

The client starts with 5M which in about 10 banking days after Due Diligence, 
is increased by 200% in the first bullet trade equaling 10M added for a total of 
15M. 
_ 

If the client withdraws 5M before the next trade, the second bullet 200% times 
10M then added to 10M and increases trade amount to 30M. 
_ 

The third bullet 200% times 30M then added to 30M increases trade amount 
to 90M. Increase not possible due to withdrawal. 
NOTE: WITH 90M client CANNOT enter a large cap PPP, as the minimum is 
100 M. 
 

B) PROFIT PARTICIPATION AGREEMENT (PPA) for INTERMEDIARIES 

 

1. 2.5 % out of whatever the client generates on Profits for the intermediary/s; The 
Facilitator, Darryl Baines, is paid separately by the platform Paymaster. 
2. This Profit Participation Agreement (PPA) will be signed between the client and the 
intermediaries individually. This PPA will be lodged in client’s bank/paymaster account. 



The client will instruct paymaster to make the payouts for the recipients with every 
individual payout of the bullets. 
 

 

B1) PROFIT PARTICIPATION AGREEMENT (PPA) for PLATFORM 

1. Profit share for the Bullet Trade platform is unknown. The share of profits as 
described from the Bullet Trade is NET (minus fees) to the client. Client is then 
responsible for lodging the signed contract (PPA) with his receiving bank/ his 
paymaster. 
2. Platform profit share for any additional trade will depend on the type of trade and the 
operating platform. 
_ 

 

C) PROCESS: 

 

1. Fully completed 25 - page KYC including his valid Passport copy. (template 
attached) SIGNATURES & INITIALS in BLUE WET INK 
2. POF not older than 3 banking days. 
3. Including 2 banker´s business cards 

4. Compliance-/DD check will start after submission of the requested docs as 
mentioned above. 
5. Compliance-/DD check will take about 10-15 banking days because of Covid-19. 
6. After the client has successfully passed Compliance-/DD check, the Trader’s 
main attorney will contact the client. 
7. Proposed Program contract to be prepared and submitted to the client. 
8. After being signed by the client and countersigned by the trader = bullets to start. 
9. Turnaround time is about 10 banking days from introduction to trading placement. 
10. As the Bullet trade nears completion, client will be notified of all subsequent 
trades available through the platform and may choose to enter one of these 
trades or withdraw proceeds and seek other trades. 
 


